Douglas® Batting Tunnel Nets

Douglas® batting tunnels are available in seven standard sizes and manufactured using three
premium materials. Douglas® offer this variety in order to meet each customer’s speciﬁc needs
and applications. Tunnels feature overlap-style entry door at one corner on short end dimension.

Tunnels have reinforced rope borders around the perimeter and along the top center. Douglas®
can also manufacture custom batting tunnels to your speciﬁcations. Optional net dividers and net
savers are available.

Douglas® HTPP Knotless High Tenacity Polypropylene (Pylon) Black Tunnels:
Pylon netting is extruded to permanently resist weather, UV, mold and mildew.
The pylon material is stronger and more durable than nylon netting. Available
in 3.0mm Collegiate grade with a 3-year warranty, or 3.5mm Professional
grade with a 4-year warranty. All tunnels are made using 1-3/4” knotless
square mesh to reduce sag and improve appearance. All tunnel borders and

top centers are reinforced with 5/16” rope. Standard sizes are listed below.
Tunnels can be customized to your size speciﬁcations. Custom tunnels use
reinforced vinyl instead of 5/16” rope for borders and top centers. All nets
include a convenient overlap style entry door. Please call for custom quotes.

Professional, BT-PRO 3.5

Collegiate, BT-3.0

(3.5mm Knotless; 4 Year Warranty)
12’H x 12’W x 55’L (Item # 36038PP)
12’H x 14’W x 55’L (Item # 36036PP)
12’H x 12’W x 70’L (Item # 36033PP)
12’H x 14’W x 70’L (Item # 36035PP)
12’H x 12’W x 75’L (Item # 36034PP)

(3.0mm Knotless; 3 Year Warranty)
12’H x 12’W x 35’L (Item # 36022)
12’H x 12’W x 55’L (Item # 36028)
12’H x 14’W x 55’L (Item # 36026)
12’H x 12’W x 70’L (Item # 36023)
12’H x 14’W x 75’L (Item # 36029)
12’H x 12’W x 75’L (Item # 36024)
12’H x 14’W x 70’L (Item # 36025)

Douglas® Premium Knotted Braided Solid Core Polyethylene Black Tunnels:
Professional grade 3.0 polyethylene material is very durable
and is weather, UV, mold and mildew resistant. No material
provides better weather and UV resistance than polyethylene!
All tunnels are made using 1-3/4” knotted square mesh. All
tunnel borders and top centers are reinforced with 5/16” rope.
Standard sizes are listed below. Tunnels can be customized to
your size speciﬁcations. Custom tunnels use reinforced vinyl
instead of 5/16” rope for borders and top centers. All nets
include a convenient overlap style entry door. 4-year warranty.
Please call for custom quotes.

Knotted HDPE High Density Polyethylene Hollow Core Black Tunnels:
Polyethylene material is UV-treated 1-3/4” square
mesh with reinforced sewn rope borders. Includes
6’ rope tails and sewn loops at the four corners
for ease of installation. Overlap-style entry door at
one corner on short end dimension.

BT-2.5 Netting
(2.5 mm Knotted; 2 Year Warranty)
12’ H x 14’ W x 35’ L (Item # 36050)
12 ’H x 12’ W x 55’ L (Item # 36051)
12’ H x 14’ W x 55’ L (Item # 36052)
12’ H x 12’ W x 70’ L (Item # 36053)
12’ H x 14’ W x 70’ L (Item # 36054)

Professional, BT-PRO 3.0
(3.0 mm Knotted; 4 Year Warranty)
12’ H x 14’ W x 55’ L (Item # 36036)
12’ H x 14’ W x 70’ L (Item # 36035)

